
 

 

  The denouement of the western collapse 
  redefined by the Covid19 viral pandemic.  
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It is interesting to analyse the causes and consequences of the global crisis caused by the 
"Covid19" coronavirus pandemic since early 2020.Let us first recall that the conditions of amplifica-
tion of this artificial pandemic were already in place, especially on the political and economic level. In 
particular, since the World Bank (UN institution) issued more than $400 million of risky financial prod-

ucts in June 2017, as a guarantee of possible pandemics that could occur before mid-July 2020. As the 
new coronavirus Covid19 was officially declared on 17 November 2019, in China, the main holders of these speculative 
products (banks and funds), fearing losing their stake due to a new pandemic, preferred to slow down an official qualifi-
cation of pandemic by the WHO and the US CDC, to try to resell quickly their relevant speculative securities to less in-
formed investors (individuals and companies). They intervened on the main Western policy decision-makers, who effec-
tively preserved the major financial interests (always priority), retaining as much as possible public information. "Big 
insiders" resold massively also their threatened stock market values (transport, hotel, food, etc.) anticipating the ensuing 
stock market crash. Pushed by these indirect factors, a pernicious gear accelerated.  

      Because this coronavirus has proved to be the artificial instrument of a new bad blow of the US security agencies 

(CIA and DARPA) against China, to slow its economy by a temporary impediment of work and transport, due to the 

protective obligations of sanitary containment. It was demonstrated that after the Crimson Contagion government 

preparatory exercise from January to August 2019, which planned a Chinese pandemic, a presentation pre-meeting of 

a controlled coronavirus pandemic was discretely held in New York on 18 October 2019. Called Event201, it brought 

together representatives of Gates and Hopkins private foundations, World Economic Forum, Bloomberg, and the UN 

(which played a murky role there, with its institutions, WB and WHO). 

A field operation had begun the same day on Chinese territory, on the occasion of the Wuhan International Military 

Games, in which American soldiers contaminated but healthy carriers participated (and have contributed without their 

knowledge to spread the virus everywhere, including in the USA and Europe, with curious genetic variants). The Chinese 

were then to be pointed responsible for the infection because of their bats. But in the end, this sad circus turned out 

badly, since China dodged the blow, and strengthened its social and administrative cohesion on this occasion. Chinese 

authorities were monitoring these activities and had planned counter-measures. The process returned thus like a 

boomerang to its Western senders.  

The dodging movilized in particular an intelligent collaboration between China 

and Cuba, which quickly developed effective therapeutic protocols and drugs for the 

new coronavirus. This undermined the attempts (planned during the Event201) to 

massively produce and resell useless vaccines, to make some extra billion profits, 

before the economic shock. For their part, the Cuban laboratories Biocubafarma, 

and the Sino-Cuban laboratory Changheber of Changchun (Jilin), have developed derivatives of Interferon (Alfa 2b-rec), 

already used in Cuba with the Heberon AlfaR, more targeted and effective than chloroquine salts. All the better since the 

Chinese had already tested such viruses since 2015. 

So the Chinese protected themselves in time, defused the false accusations against them, and ended up in a strength-

ened position, to the point that China, which had confirmed the pandemic at the end of December 2019, was able to 

transmit gratis the necessary vaccine data to the WHO two months later. What was a publicly symbolic gesture, to the 

extent that the giving hand is traditionally regarded as above the receiving one (and which in this case was in an ambig-

uous position), showing in particular that thanks to this pandemic the Chinese laboratories had been able to advance in 

know-how, and that their central politic team had been able to strengthen against the power of the provinces. 
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All this is overwhelming for the Western political leaders involved, especially since the uncontrolled conse-

quences of this operation could worsen a major economic crisis, latent since 2008, and capable of permanently 

undermining the economic system that governed their populations. However, when this crisis actually was ampli-

fied so, instead of reacting as quickly as their opponents, the main Western leaders did the opposite: they slowed 

down public information and protection measures, and then they delayed reducing the flow of people and goods. 

However, simple containment is not the best solution in this kind of pandemic, especially when it is too late, incom-

plete, and without screening nor concomitant medical treatment. The Chinese were able to stop the pandemic by 

making a short but firm containment, with screening, prophylaxis, and timely effective medical treatment. 

Elsewhere, during the first months, countless ill-informed travelers were able to travel from one country to 

another, spreading the new virus. Consequently, in absence of sufficient and adequate response, the pandemic 

ultimately mobilized colossal but ineffective means of containment, resulting in the cessation of many social and 

economic activities in the most affected countries. The world stock exchanges became worried, and then panicked, 

in front of the significant economic blockage, and its quasi-planetary consequences, induced by this western failure.  

The result: for having tried unnecessarily to harm geo-strategic competitors, while not 

even saving a mere $400 million fund, and not even avoiding stock-exchange counter-blows 

linked to derivatives products of these bonds, this operation had already lost 1.700 billion 

dollars of market capitalization at the end of February 2020, out of contagious panic. This in 

addition to the health risks that threaten the global, uninformed and unprotected public in 

a timely manner, since the WHO only declared the pandemic situation on 11 March 2020 

(four months after the first Chinese information).  

In this incredible apparent boondoggle, nothing seems to be able to stop a generalized economic fall. In early March, 

an injection of 1.500 billion dollars made by the Fed to support the financial markets allowed the New York Stock Ex-

change to recover only 2 hours, before returning to loss. This publicly highlighted the fact that at a level of 1,500 billion 

for two hours of respite, Western financial resources could not withstand long. Even a reduction in bank security reserve 

obligations was not sufficient. 

For their part, the Eastern competitors counted the points while deploying their countermeasures. China continued, 

despite a temporary embarrassment, its investments and its work on the Silk Road. And Russia has accompanied this 

movement by contributing to a fall in oil prices, which relieves the efforts of China (major buyer), while under these 

conditions, the American and middleeastern oil producers cannot follow long, and they run to ruin. The apparent win-

ner of the deal is the Sino-Russian tandem and its partners  

We can therefore ask ourselves who could really benefit from this boomerang-adventure. And in this question-

ning, is it possible to occult that Western plutocrats have been at the commands since the beginning, including for 

the amplification of the causes and consequences? Unfortunately, this is a possibility that cannot be ruled out. 

Because considering the official pandemic assessment of about 200,000 infected, 90,000 healed, and 10,000 deaths 

in 3 months, compared to the global average of more than 2.5 million deaths per year of similar respiratory condi-

tions, Covid19 is not statistically very dangerous. The Spanish flu had killed between 50 and 100 million people. 

And if this virus is not intended to kill massively, but it produces a lot of non-medical harmful effects, then it is 

a socioeconomic destabilizing agent. By investigating why its cascade of catastrophic induced effects was not 

stopped in time, one effectively arrives at the fact that the purpose of its manipulators was a socioeconomic stress 

on a large scale, managed in this sense. A second related deduction then logically leads one to believe that all this 

could have been premeditated within the framework of a subversive plutocratic agenda, already detected and fol-

lowed by many observers, aiming at a final great "reset" of the global financial power.  

This explains well why several Western political leaders, both incompetent and complicit, were the first fall guys of 

this farce, sacrificed for public stigma. Under these conditions, the apparent responsibility for the economic liquidation 

of the western capitalist system, which has become exhausted and cumbersome for its plutocrats, had to be borne by 

those responsible other than the real operators. In this case, on the incompetence of political leaders, unable to manage 

a pandemic accident that blocks the global economic functioning at the wrong time.  



With or without a rapid recovery of the Chinese (who can no longer be accused, without laughing, of being respon-

sible for the infection by their bats), the objective of an unmanageable systemic chaos was therefore foreseen, in any 

case, to lead to an inevitable global reorganization. In the forecasted collapse, the debts of manipulator plutocrats could 

be declared uncollectable, and automatically erased, while their holders are not directly charged, such "victims" being 

apparently passive. They could immediately after propose, or even impose, as a remedy to the observed general crisis, 

a new world financial system that is more sustainable and more lucrative for them, with a related strengthened power 

over ruined peoples. The UN and its bodies (IMF, WB, WHO) continue to be instrumentalized in this goal, while scared 

populations are pushed to accept repressive emergency measures to protect them from the "coronaviral" disaster. 

However, such an anti-societal project is not in the interest of their main oriental geo-political opponents, who 

are driven by other civilizational values, and by other development needs, and who retaliate more and more to 

threats and provocations. Having quickly understood that they should strengthen their national structures for an 

inevitable global shock, they have exploited at their own pace the rise of pandemic stress to justify ad-hoc measures 

at home. They are also preparing for a global conflictual situation, where under the pressure of the organizers 

plutocrats, the main western political leaders, accomplices manipulated, try to impress their opponents with 

threats of all kinds, supported by a delirious media propaganda, and less and less efficient and credible embargos. 

In vain, since even if NATO concentrates its offensive forces, including nuclear weapons carriers, closer to the en-

emy territories, the world’s military superiority has passed into the eastern camp, mainly because of Russian means, 

now almost invincible. As for the new emerging economic and financial power of the Shanghai Organization (SCO), 

even if it has not yet achieved all its objectives, it already has enough means to pilot a redeployment of the world 

economy in case of need, with or without a Western partnership.  

However, there is still a heavy uncertainty, since unfortunately we cannot predict the ultimate reaction of the 

manipulative plutocrats cornered to fail, nor that of their main ruined stooges, all of whom need a global reset, 

followed by a reorganization, that benefit them. In particular, they can launch real pandemics of highly deadly and 

genetically controllable viruses (already available by the US DARPA) that can kill many more people than atomic 

bombs. And they can open up multiple fields of armed confrontation. 

But somehow or other, with or without excessive violence, the conclusion is already clear to the civil societies 

of America and Europe. Like many other societies and communities already broken and plundered by western pluto-

imperialists, they too are condemned to suffer the fall and disintegration committed by their own political leaders, 

betraying the general interest. The episode of Covid19 is only one part of this process of induced collapse. The 

undermining of the victim societies will not stop as long as it is in the interests of the dominant western predators, 

and as long as they are not defeated.  

This can happen, by conjunction of their own mistakes, of those of their political stooges, as well as of internal civil 

resistance, and of the reactions of their geo-strategic opponents. China and Russia are already positioning themselves 

as reliable partners (tbc…) who reach a helping hand to the peoples, even western, wanting to get rid of their ills (vi-

ruses, predators, etc.). This soft-power does not prevent either the Russians or the Chinese from successfully retaliating 

against every nasty blow of Western operators, especially since time, money, strength of arms, and legitimacy, have 

moved to the Eastern side. They can react more and more quickly, to counter also even the most serious bacteriological 

and viral offensives, not to 100%, but enough to survive it.  

 However, not all other peoples have such a capacity, and in a situation so fraught with risks, everyone would do 

well to prepare now to save what can be saved, and to rebuild what must be. I will continue doing my best to assist the 

eco-humanists, and the civil resisters, in this way, as the events unfold, recalling in particular that two typical eco-

humanist values must guide those who will be caught in this turmoil: courage and general interest.  
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